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Abstract. The paper reports a new model based on the understanding
and encompassing intelligence from brain i.e. biological pyramidal neu-
rons, tailored for emotion recognition. Our objective is to introduce and
utilize usage of non-Convolutional layers in models and show comparable
or state-of-the-art performance for multi-class emotion recognition prob-
lem. We open-sourced the optimized code for researchers. Our model
shows state-of-the-art performance on two emotion recognition datasets
(eNTERFACE and Youtube) enhancing previous best result by 9.47%
and 20.8%, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Despite wide applicability and success of deep neural networks, understanding
the human visual system for emotion recognition (ER) needs more study about
the representation and processing of visual information in the brain. Indeed,
human emotion recognition from sensors such as speech, heartbeat, breathing,
muscle tension, etc. are not as successful in real-time as of visual sensors.Emotion
recognition shows the mood, personality, motivation, and intentions of a person.
For example, it can help in maintaining law and order situation in a crowded
scenario by identifying the force behind the positive or negative intentions of a
person in the scene which can be controlled before getting out of control. Humans
can easily read and understand the facial expression of a person. However, it is
not the same for machines. Recognition of human emotions (e.g. happy, sad,
tensed) from speech can be wrongly classified due to the noise in the scene.
Whereas, one can not have implanted sensors over the human body all the
time. Therefore, human facial expression recognition in the videos is a highly
researched area of computer vision CV and machine learning ML. Psychology
divide human emotions in six i.e. anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, and surprise.
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Our model utilized the visual features of humans to classify among these six
categories.

The applications of emotion recognition are not limited to surveillance. It
is widely used for video summarization, e-commerce, normalizing facial images
by removing emotions, and helping people with neurological disorder [26]. For
example, research has shown that people affected by multiple sclerosis disease
can face difficulty in understanding the features or expression that help in un-
derstanding the emotions of others [3].

The traditional CV approach is to use spatio–temporal features extracted
with handcrafted descriptors and then classifying them with a state-of-the-art
classifier. ML approaches try to automatically learn features from the training
samples and give accurate predictions based on the trained model. In this paper,
we will enhance a recently introduced deep neural network called 3D pyrami-
dal neural network (3DPyraNet) [23, 25], already proposed by the authors. The
model is based on the motivation from pyramidal neurons in the brain. It uses
a pyramidal structure and introduces a new layer called correlation layer as well
as a new weighting scheme that helps in better learning and reduction of the
number of parameters as compared to other state-of-the-art deep models. In
this paper, we enhance the model introducing per frame normalization in the
normalization layer as well as increased size of the model. The model is eval-
uated on two challenging datasets for emotion recognition, i.e eNTERFACE,
created in a laboratory mimicking real-world emotions, and Youtube, collected
from real-world YouTube videos.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the work
being done until now. Section 3 provides a motivational background behind
the proposed model. Further, its sub-sections explain the details about existing
techniques that are modified, combined and enhanced for our proposed models.
Datasets and data preparation are discussed in section 4. Section 5 provides
details about the used benchmark datasets and achieved results. Finally, Section
6 concludes this paper.

2 Background

ER from videos is a challenging task. Prior approaches [17, 12] use to define
face landmarks in order to extract important features that are specific to face
elements and their position. Later, other CV approaches such as [1] integrate
time motion image and the quantized image matrix to extract visual features. In
[28], a kernel-based technique identifies optimal transformations that represent
the coupled patterns between features from multiple modalities. One example is
[16], that was developed to work on audio-visual features. It performs a multi-
class classification. However, it expects that only one emotion at a time can be
recognized. Visual input is not fully raw information hence relevant key-frames
that are the most representative frames in an image sequence with emotions
are extracted using a clustering-based strategy. Out of these, geometric features,
metric distances, angles, and others are learned by an Inception network.
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MARN model [30] tries to discover relations between multiple modalities
using a Recurrent Neural Network with a hybrid long-short-term memory ar-
chitecture (LSTHM). Each input is processed by the proposed LSTHM. The
output of each network is concatenated and used as input for a multi-attention
block. All features are concatenated and a deep neural network is used with K

softmax layers to output coefficients for each modality. Chen et al. [4] proposed
a model based on reinforcement learning that utilizes word-level fusion and uses
LSTM with Temporal Attention to predict human emotion. One of the most
efficient technique is [26] that also works on multi-modality. Visual features are
extracted using 2D and 3D convolutional neural networks. 2D model uses VGG-
16 architecture [18] and 3D features are extracted with C3D [5]. In both cases, a
feature vector of 4096 dimensions is extracted. Each model performs a temporal
fusion using scores produced by softmax layer and low dimensional vectors of
297 and 394 features are extracted. All modalities are combined to get the re-
sulting feature vector. Definitely, temporal fusion is done using a length variable
LSTM in order to take all the descriptor as inputs obtaining a VGG-LSTM and
a C3D-LSTM network.

The most recent approach is proposed in [8] where many architectures are
adopted at one time. It uses HoloNet [29], pre-trained DenseNet [9] and ResNet
[7]. At each epoch, the models are fine-tuned by many supervised support net-
works that help to generalize the emotional states. This deep and mixed model
takes advantage of multi-modal handcrafted features and shows promising re-
sults.

Pyramid structure has a deep role in improving the performance of neural
network models. Both Neural Network & Image Pyramids have similar structure
i.e. exponential reduction and coarse to fine refinement. Pyramidal ImageNet
(gradual decreasing) Vs. the non-Pyramidal ImageNet model showed equal or
better performance despite fewer parameters [23]. PyramidNet enhanced ResNet
by similar concept as [23] but in reverse order (gradually increasing) [6]. Liter-
ature review shows that different models uses different datasets which make
it hard to benchmark one model with others. Our model will be evaluated on
a dataset called eNTERFACE, that is used by many researchers, and on ICT
Youtube. In next section, the enhanced 3DPyraNet model is explained.

3 Proposed Model

The proposed model (EmoP3D) is an enhancement of 3D pyramidal neural net-
work (3DPyraNet) proposed in [23]. The proposed 3D pyramidal architecture
was based on the concept of coarse to fine refinement or the decision making in
a pyramidal structure inside the brain. More specifically, similar to the pyrami-
dal neurons in a biological brain [22]. Pyramidal neurons exist in cortical layers.
They communicate with each other as well as with sub-cortical regions of the
brain through their long axonal projections forming a pyramid structure before
taking a decision and transferring to higher layers. The cortical layers in the
mammalian cerebral cortex perform a major role in important cognitive func-
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tions, perception and motor control. In [22], the role of pyramidal neurons at
layer 2, 3 and 5 is compared and it is shown how it affects the motor skill learning
of mice. Further, it is in human nature to work and decide based on the course
to fine refinement (pyramid structure) e.g. shopping in a market. Similarly, tra-
ditional feature subset selection technique has the same concept of selecting the
most relevant features out of a large set of ambiguous and redundant features.

3DPyraNet was further inspired by pyramidal structures in [2], weighting
scheme in [19], and 3D spatio-temporal structure from 3D Convolutional Neural
Network (3DCNN) [10]. It works on utilizing spatio-temporal features in a video
as input. 3DCNN and CNN do reduce spatial resolution, however, increase the
number of maps in each higher layer which avoids the strict pyramid structure
of the network.

On the contrary, [24] adopted a strict pyramidal architecture. This topology
tends to reduce the dimensions of the input layer by layer, in order to obtain
fine non-ambiguous high-quality features. It uses Weighted Sum (WS), or more
commonly the cross-correlation product for each receptive field. It is the basic
network operation in this model instead of convolution. The most fundamental
property is that the number of weights in a layer is equal to the input image
or feature map size. The sliding kernel and then WS results in a partial weight
sharing scheme. This means that each neuron has a unique local weight that is
updated at each iteration inside the receptive field of specific output neurons.
This reduces the burden on each weight parameter and enhances the performance
of the network. The pyramidal structure and weighting scheme has a “sparse-to-
influence” effect. It helps to remove irrelevant features and preserves the most
discriminative and relevant features during the training process. Therefore, it
can learn complex structure even with fewer feature maps and hidden layers.

The strict structure preserves the number of feature maps for each layer. The
weight matrix and input mask have equal size. After each weighted sum opera-
tion, it is reduced as it goes to a higher layer. This helps in reduction of features
as well as in maintaining and reducing the number of learn-able parameters as
compared to recent deep networks with a large number of parameters. In order
to maintain pyramid structure and extract more features, three 3d weight ma-
trices are incorporated to extract more temporal information at the first hidden
layer, as shown in Figure. 1. This approach fuses the local weights connectivity
with weight sharing because 3DWS layers preserve the local connectivity on 2D
space, but working on small temporal region weights are shared on depth, re-
peating the same weights volume on each time-depth step. Temporal extension
extracts correlation among objects and actions in adjacent frames. The output
in a layer l of a neuron N l

u,v,z for a receptive field Rl
u,v,z using 3D weighted sum

operation become:

ylu,v,z = fl(
∑

i∈Rl
u,v,z

∑

j∈Rl
u,v,z

∑

k∈Rl
u,v,z

[W l
i,j,k ◦ xl−1

i,j,k] + blu,v,z) (1)

As it is possible to see the bias term bl has the same shape as the output neuron
map, it means that each neuron has an own bias term to be learned. It is different
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Dataset Input-size WS1 L3P WS5 FC

Both 16x100x100x1 14x97x97x1x3 12x48x48x1x3 10x45x45x1x3 60750

Table 1. Network structure per layer for both datasets (eNTERFACE and YouTube)

from the standard bias concept of other network models where it has the size of
the output feature maps. The adopted 3D temporal pooling layer is different from
any other kind of pooling layer because it not only reduces spatial and temporal
dimensions but also performs a data transformation on previous weighted sum
layer to avoid scale and translation problems. Mathematically it is defined as:

ylu,v,z = fl(W
l
u,v,z × max

i,j,k∈Rl
u,v,z

yl−1
i,j,k + blu,v,z) (2)

3.1 Model structure

A general description about the key layers i.e. WS layer and a max-pooling
layer of the proposed model is given in previous section 3. Further, it consists
of the activation layer, a normalization layer, and fully connected layer. The
model is composed of two 3DWS layers linked together by a 3D max pooling
layer. In normalization layer, each frame is normalized individually with zero
mean unit variance. Each 3DWS layer is followed by an activation layer which
is followed by the normalization layer. Similarly, each 3D-Max-Pooling layer is
followed by activation and normalization layers. To preserve the strict property,
each correlation layer uses three feature maps. To ensure a fast convergence
and avoid gradients problems a Leaky ReLU activation function [11] is used.
Complete structure can be seen in Fig. 1. Finally an output layer, a softmax
classifier is used for class probability estimation. Each 3DWS layer reduces the
number of feature maps by two as well as reduces the spatial size of feature maps
based on the size of receptive field and stride used at that layer. Similarly, in
pooling layer, not only pooling reduces the spatial resolution but the 3D structure
reduces the feature maps by two. Hence it maintains a continuous constant
reduction in both spatial and temporal dimensions forming a pyramid structure
that helps in providing most discriminative features at the final layer. The model
takes an input clip of size 16 × 100 × 100 × 1 (depth, height, width, channels).
We have taken this to make it similar to the work done in [31]. However, the
network is not restrictive to the input size and this can be changed according to
the application. This change of input size changes the structure of the network
resulting in a different number of parameters to train.

A total of three weight matrices are used with a receptive field of 3x4x4 for
depth, height and width dimensions in weighted sum layers. It is also adopted a
valid max pooling structure with a receptive field of 2 with a step of 2 in order to
halves the spatial dimensions and reduce the temporal domain in a progressive,
soft manner. Back-propagation algorithm is used to train the network. Mini-
batch gradient descends with a batch size of 100 samples for each dataset is
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Fig. 1. 3DPyraNet Architecture

used with Momentum optimization algorithm [21]. Table. 1 shows the size of
each layer of the network. It shows that the network reduces its size gradually
and resulting in an FC layer of size 60750.

4 Dataset and Data Preparation

There are many datasets for ER, but they are for the most compatible only with
2D methods. Since we propose a method that is able to capture temporal features
across multiple frames, it is mandatory to use a dataset that allow to model this
behavior. Two datasets in the literature that are mostly used are eNTERFACE
’05 [13] and Youtube [14]. eNTERFACE ’05 dataset adopts 42 subjects from 14
different countries. Each subject reacted to a story told to catch real emotions
from them. They express 6 different emotions and, for each of them, there are
five reactions. There is a total of 1166 video sequence. Youtube dataset starts
with the fact that people express emotions in different ways. It contains videos
of people from different age and gender in various topics. Furthermore, these are
not recorded in a controlled environment because an emotion recognition system
should be able to work in many contexts. There are 20 female subjects and 27
male subjects with age in the range 14-60. It provides three polarity classes i.e
anger, worried, and happiness. Each video sequence is pre-processed to detect
and extract the subject’s face. It is done using a “Multitask CNN” proposed
in [31] and available in [20]. Some sample facial images are shown in Figure. 2.
In this paper, each image is gray-scaled and re-sized to have 100 × 100 height
and width dimensions. A sequence of 16 consecutive frames with an overlap of
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Fig. 2. Sample Images from eNTERFACE (First row) and YouTube (Second Row)

8 frames is used as input clip. In the Youtube dataset, each clip is a mix of
emotions so the most prevalent one is chosen if there is an emotion overlap in a
sequence.

5 Results and Discussion

Using the proposed architecture, we adopted a 10-Fold cross-validation approach
to evaluate the performance on each dataset. Comparing our model with state-
of-the-art methods, it is possible to see in table 2 that our model outperforms
previous techniques on both datasets. The most important comparison is done
with [16, 4, 30] that is the most recent end-to-end approach proposed for emotion
recognition on the same dataset. Our model outperforms the previous best result
provided by a CNN based model (AVER-CNN) by more than 9% enhancement in
the accuracy over eNTERFACE emotion recognition dataset. Whereas, EmoP3D
outperformed previous models i.e. LSTM(A) and MARN by more than 20%
increase in accuracy. A confusion matrix over a single run is also shown to
inspect per class influence. We can observe from the left matrix of Fig. 3 that
overall performance is good over the whole dataset, only two classes that are
Sadness and Surprise shows to be more difficult to understand by the network.
Both of them are even hard for a normal human being to recognize. From Fig.
3 right matrix, the most confusing class is the neutral sentiment, it is clear that
“neutral” isn’t a true defined and distinguished sentiment and it is also difficult
for human understanding to identify it. We also optimized the code and open-
sourced the cuda based code of EmoP3D implementation for researchers. The
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Approach eNTERFACE Youtube

AVER-Geometric[15] 41.59% -

KCMFA[27] 58% -

AVER-CNN[15] 62% -

LSTM(A) (Binary)[4] - 52.3%

MARN [30] - 54.2%

EmoP3D (Ours) 71.47% 75%

Table 2. Comparison in-terms of accuracy with other state-of-the-art models

Sample size
Time (s) for a batch

of 100 samples
Time (s) for
a single input

Speedup

3DPyraNet 13x80x100 105 1.05 -

Ours EmoP3D 16x100x100 1.32 0.0132 ∼79%

Table 3. Processing time comparison of 3DPyraNet implementation vs. EmoP3D

Fig. 3. Confusion matrices for eNTERFACE (left) and YouTube (right) result

code is available on Github3. Table. 3 shows comparison of the time taken by
new code vs old code. It gave us more than 79% speedup.

6 Conclusion

Our biological pyramidal neurons inspired architecture is able to outperform
other models used for ER. It demonstrates that the temporal domain has an
important role in the expression of emotion. It is a process that involves many
temporal stages that need to be well defined. This work opens the way to many
scenarios that can help to identify emotions deeply. For example, it is possible

3 https://github.com/CVPRLab-UniParthenope/EmoP3D/projects
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to extend this work to multiple domains using also information provided by
voice or where possible from what a person is telling. This information can be
used together in a multimodal approach to enhance the ability of a machine
to identify, understand and maybe reproduce human emotions. The proposed
architecture shows its generalization power by showing good results in both
control (eNTERFACE) and uncontrolled (YouTube) environment datasets. In
the future, we intend to further increase the network depth and use ResNet
structure with 3DWS layers.
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